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Post may contain a!liate links. Hello Nesties, today I am going to be
going over my big fat stash of Charlie Banana summer gear! It’s currently
July here and it’s de"nitely HOT in Oklahoma. Thank goodness Charlie
Banana sent my two-year-old reusable swim diapers, training pants, a
rash guard, and a jumpsuit#to help protect him from the sun. They have
also#agreed to giveaway one Charlie Banana Swim Diaper & Rash Guard
to one of my lucky readers! (As long as the title says OPEN, you can still
enter!) If it’s too late for the giveaway, I have also made a video and
written a short review for you to check out!#
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Click the image above to play the video.

Charli! Banan" Swi# Diape$
The Charlie Banana swim diaper is my !rst reusable swim diaper, I have
tried it out a few times and so far it has held up !ne. This particular
swim"diaper is actually called the “Reusable Easy Snaps Swim Diaper.”" This
swim diaper is made with a newer fabric called Tencel. “Lenzing Tencel” is
highly absorbent, has natural anti-bacterial properties, and is currently the
greenest celluloid material currently produced. It’s"waterproof and will
contain messes while the baby is wearing it. If you use disposable swim
diapers they will function exactly the same way as reusable swim diapers.
Both types of diapers will contain poo but not urine when immersed in
water. There is stretchy elastic around the waist, back, and the legs and
you can either pull the diaper up like regular underwear or snap from the
front. There are two side snaps on each side of the diaper. These are
“SIZED” reusable swim diapers and you will need to purchase di#erent
sizes as your baby grows. The bene!t to this is you are more likely to get a
custom !t, especially if you have a rather small or large baby."

This diaper !t"Asher better than the Extraordinary Training Pants from
Charlie Banana and this swim diaper could possibly double as a training
diaper too. It’s not as absorbent as a training diaper but does o#er some
absorbency for light leaks. I really like that Charlie Banana has many
options to choose from when it comes to prints and colors. I like that the
inner lining (the"part that touches baby) is made from organic cotton as
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some babies have very sensitive skin. I try to look for more eco-friendly
options when I shop to limit the amount of pesticides that are used. I
would prefer this diaper to be manufactured locally but I am also aware
that the cost would go up as well. I am still waiting to see how this diaper
holds up to a poo explosion, stay tuned for those results folks! "

Extraordinar% Trainin& Pant'
My child is not yet ready to be potty trained or!maybe I am not yet ready to
give up cloth, lol. I will update the review once I have used it for potty training.
We are currently using it as a swim diaper I can tell you how it has worked for
us so far!!

Charlie Banana’s Extraordinary Training Pants are meant to help transition
your baby into wearing regular underwear. They are waterproof but o#er
a little padding to help with light accidents. The outside is waterproof and
the inside is lined with organic cotton. Organic cotton is great for sensitive
skin and it also lets your child feel wet if they do have an accident. There is
stretchy elastic around the waist and the legs and you can pull the center
drawstring for a better !t if needed."So far this diaper !ts Asher perfect in
the legs and in the waist but I !nd it to be a little bit poofy in the center. I
adore the star print that they sent me and this trainer was perfect for
celebrating the fourth of July! If you watched the video, I actually used this
training diaper as a swim diaper and it worked just !ne. Asher had one
blow-out in this diaper and everything was contained within the trainer. I
believe that it happened after he was !nished swimming but I am
con!dent the trainer would’ve contained the mess, even in the water.
Reusable training pants are so much more economical than disposable
pull-ups. Even if you don’t use cloth diapers, I would recommend these
because you will save money and you can continue to use them as
underwear"or swim diapers.
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Ras( Guar) & Jum*sui+
Charlie Banana now makes adorable summer clothing for your babies /
toddlers to wear outside in the Summer time. The rash guard and
jumpsuit are UPF50 and will help block out a lot of the Sun’s rays and
lessen the amount of sunscreen you have to use. These little out!ts are
perfect for swimming, going out on the lake, going for a walk, or pretty
much any type of outdoor activity! They both are made from a Nylon /
Lycra blend, and provide, warmth, durability, and dry quickly. My husband
and I love to go kayaking and the jumpsuit is perfect for taking Asher in. If
he gets wet it will dry quicker and not feel so heavy like wet cotton fabrics
would. I like that it’s all one piece and easy to get on and o#. It has a
durable zipper in the back so I don’t have to mess with snaps, just zip and
go! They both feature a long neck (a mini turtleneck). The long arms"and
neck coverage not only help prevent sunburns but they also decrease the
chance of your child getting mosquito or bug bites.
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The rash guard and jumpsuit are chlorine / fade resistant and go hand in
hand with reusable swim diapers. I personally like both of my little out!ts
but I did notice the sleeves of the black rash guard were a little long. The
blue jumpsuit stained up just from one trip of kayaking and I am not sure
how. It’s not extremely noticeable"but something to note if you are
planning on getting one. I do like how these out!ts cut down on using
chemicals like bug spray and sunscreen. I would prefer them to be
manufactured in the US or Canada but I also understand that would cause
a price increase. Overall, I love my jumpsuit and I like the rash guard. I
would recommend them if you are looking for a good outdoor activity
out!t and want the added bene!t of Sun / bug protection for your child!

Giveawa% Detail'!
Closed Giveaway!!This giveaway is only open in the US and Canada.!Win a
Charlie Banana Swim Diaper and one rash guard and enjoy the rest of the
Summer in style! Here are the giveaway details:

Follow MyGreenNest & Charlie Banana on Facebook. Share This post on
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Pinterest (Pinterest image below) and one Facebook group. (Facebook
group is optional but gives you an edge.) Let me know in the comments
what your Pinterest and Facebook name is so I can double check. If you
shared in a group, just let me know the name of the group. This giveaway
will run for 4-7 days and I will announce the winner! Thank you for
participating, GOOD LUCK! "

If you liked my post, here is an image you can pin or share!
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25 Comments

Click the image above to see another post about Charlie
Banana!!

Colleen Lofton on July 18, 2016 at 2:31 am

Shared to both! colleenmarie19@facebook.com and ColleenLofton

Pinterest  love your page!

BBeeccoomm!!  AA  NNeessttii!!!!
Keep up-to-date on all my fun videos, giveaways, and natural
parenting tips!!

Name Email Yes Please, Sign

Me Up!
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